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INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY
During the past fifty years a new attitude has emerged concern-
ing mental illness and its treatment; neither is it feared nor is the
individual or family in disgrace who seeks help. Through education,
most of the public has come to accept mental illness in the same light
as physical illness, and there is hope that the individual may return
to an active, useful life after treatment.
Mental health has been described in terms of the individual's
feelings, personal traits, and behavior patterns. Mental health
depends upon the -uccess of the individual's discernment of his envi-
ronment, his adjustment to it, and the satisfaction he feels from
living. Eaton said mental health was "a value judgment, and all the
potentialities for variation and change implicit in such a relativistic
2
entity."
Much improvement has been made in understanding and treating
mental illness but care must be taken that complacency does not prevent
even more progress from occurring.
Menninger said that the figures of the 1961 study of the Joint
Marie Jahoda, Current Concepts of Positive Mental Health
, p.
(x).
Journal of Psychiatry
. 108:9, August, 1951.
2Commission on Mental Health showed, "Over 80 per cent of the state
hospitals of our country still fail to offer any treatment at all to the
patients assigned to them and confined in them."
During hospitalization a patient is relieved of the responsi-
bility of meal preparation, clothing care, personal finance, and general
housekeeping activities. Upon hospital release an individual returns to
the routine of every day living. Skills not used during hospitalization
may be forgotten or perhaps there was no previous mastery of them before
the individual was confined.
Edith Stern, concerned about the readjustment of families and
mental patients upon return from hospitalization, discussed mutual prob-
lems in Mental Illness : A Guide for the Family . "Home" may have seemed
more glamorous to the patient while being hospitalized. Upon returning,
some of the "realities of inconveniences and little frictions may,
2
therefore, come to him as somewhat of a shock."
THE SITUATION
The Menninger Foundation is a non-profit center for professional
education, research, treatment, and prevention in psychiatry. Facil-
ities are located at 3617 West 6th in Topeka, Kansas, and at West
Campus, located northwest of Topeka on the site of the former Security
Benefit Hospital.
Karl Menninger, Martin Mayman, and Paul Pruyser, The Vital
Balance
, p. 416.
2
Edith Stem, Mental Illness : A Guide for the Farai ly , p. 81.
3The C. F. Menninger Memorial Hospital is named in honor of the
late father of Dr. Karl Menninger and Dr. William Menninger. This
hospital was planned "to create a warm, friendly atmosphere in which
the patient could • be at home,' to provide maximum safety and protec-
tion, and to increase the efficiency of both personnel and facilities."
Dr. Karl Menninger, Director of the Menninger Foundation, insists
upon his staff thinking in terms of helping patients to become "weller
2
than well." Activities which form a part of healthy living are needed
during treatment. "Today the modern hospital program tends to be
3increasingly an educational one."
The Menninger philosophy stresses the importance of a structured
milieu or environment from which the patient receives support and
guidance. The milieu treatment is "based on the concept that people
4
can be changed through people and environmental factors." The treat-
ment guides, leads, or instructs the patient "into a new way of life and
then gradually withdraws the instruction and the supports and permits
him to take up an independent existence, once more using his own assets
and his new techniques."
Summer, 1954.
2
Menninger, Mayman, and Pruyser, 0£. cit . , p. 411.
3
Karl Menninger, "Healthier Than Healthy," Menninger Quarterly
,
14:13, Summer-Fall, 1960.
Guntar I. Ammon, "Theoretical Aspects of Milieu Therapy," p. 1.
Menninger, Mayman, and Pruyser, og.. cit
. , p. 7i.
4During mental illness an individual may withdraw from social
relations, an action which is accompanied by a weakening of interests.
Leaving a patient to himself tends to make life seem more disordered.
If treatment is to be successful it is necessary for the hospital to
provide various activities which will help individuals
direct their energies constructively and encourage a renewed
interest in other people, things, and actions. Healthy elements
in the personality are thus stimulated and mobilized from with-
out, while psychotherapy helps the patient to a better under-
standing of himself.
The activity schedule goes beyond providing entertainment or
"busy work" for the patient. The psychiatric team considers the
patient's problems and assigns an activity prescription which will
2provide socially acceptable outlets for expression. The program
follows the idea that the training and retraining of people to live
relatively normal lives may often allow them to have more satisfying
lives than before the inception of their illnesses. All activities are
considered to be "adjuncts" to recovery. Carefully trained adjunctive
therapists carry on the program of treatment in industrial, creative,
educational, and recreational areas.
Patients in the C. F. Menninger Memorial Hospital live and become
well within this structured environment. However, upon moving from the
"Day Hospital: New Hope for the Mentally 111," Menninger
Quarterly
. 17:20, Fall, 1963.
2
William C. Menninger, "Psychiatric Principles Applied to the
Treatment of Hospitalized Patients." Bulletin of the Menninger Clinic
,
1:42, January, 1936.
5confines of Che hospital, the patients are suddenly without much of the
com th - structure and may be confronted v/ith the practical
problems of home and p< nagement for the first time in several
years. For some this experience in independent living will be entirely
new as they have never before been independent or cared for themselves.
Consideration of possible ways to prepare these individuals to
care for themselves after leaving the support of the hospital would
seem relevant.
PURPOSES OF THE STUDY
The purposes of this study were (1) to plan and implement a pilot
course in home management for women patients receiving treatment in the
C. F. Menninger Memorial Hospital, (2) to assess the success of the
pilot course and need for changes, and (3) to develop a more comprehen-
sive course of study in the management of the home.
DEFINITIONS OF TERMS
For the purpose of clarification the following terms are defined.
Activity
.
An activity is any one of the arts, crafts, educa-
tional, or industrial classes to which a patient may be assigned for a
period of thirty minutes to three hours.
Day -patient
.
A patient who lives outside of the hospital, spends
full time, half-time, or quarter time in scheduled activities.
Group accompaniment
. When a patient, individually or in a group,
is accompanied by a staff member to, from, and during scheduled
6activities. Accompaniment may or may not be by the staff member in
charge of the scheduled activity.
Grounds privileges . When a patient has full freedom to move
about the grounds unaccompanied at any time between 8:00 A.M. and 10:00
P.M., but is expected to maintain activity schedule.
Hospital -patient . A patient who lives within the hospital and
attends scheduled activities.
PLAN FOR THE REMAINDER OF THE THESIS
Chapter II is a review of literature pertaining to changing
attitudes, through the centuries, toward the mentally ill. Contribu-
tions by home economists to the challenge of helping the mentally ill
are also presented.
Chapter III includes the development, implementation, and assess-
ment of the pilot course in home management.
Chapter IV is the proposed course in home management developed
from the assessment of the pilot course.
Chapter V includes a summary of the study and recommendations.
Appendices contain an outline of the pilot course and instruments devel-
oped for the assessment of the pilot course.
CHAPTER II
CHANGING ATTITUDES TOWARD THE MENTALLY ILL
Change has come slowly, through knowledge of human behavior, in
the treatment and rehabilitation of the mentally ill. The modern hospi-
tals with its services and dedicated personnel are taken for granted and
often the individuals who believed the mentally ill to be human with
certain inalienable rights remain forgotten. The first section of the
review of literature will be a summary of the historical background of
changing attitudes toward the mentally ill and the last section will
deal specifically with the reorientation of women in mental hospitals
by home economists.
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
Stresses and strains precipitating mental illnesses have undoubt-
edly plagued mankind since the beginning of time. The Ebers papyrus
(1500 B. C.) contains descriptions of conditions known today as senile
deterioration and alcoholism.
When the mysteries surrounding illnesses were first investigated
causes were not studied. Diseases, and especially mental diseases, were
attributed to the supernatural, and believed to have been sent by the
Wenninger, Mayman, and Pruyser, pj5. ci_t. , p. 419.
gods as punishment, annoyance, or revenge. Unfortunate individuals who
were thought to be possessed by evil spirits were subjected to physical
maltreatment for the purpose of making the body an "unpleasant abode for
intruding demons and evil spirits.
"
x
However, persons afflicted with
epileptic seizures, trances, hallucinations, and certain character dis-
orders were considered to be divine instruments of the gods and the
abnormal behavior to be a token of special grace. Meddling or probing
into behavioral processes deviating from the considered norm was there-
fore unwise.
During the time of Hippocrates investigations were carried on to
determine the natural causes of disease. Hippocrates was the first to
3
recognize the brain as a center of thought and emotion.
Later efforts were made to protect the general public by imprison-
ing the mentally ill. Treatment was deplorable and inhumane. "Straight
jackets, cribs, muffs, wristlets, iron collars, and balls and chains
were used to restrain the violent."
Thomas Sydenham, in the seventeenth century, announced a revolu-
tionary theory concerning illness. He believed there were a number of
diseases in existence and did not uphold the theory that illness was due
Ilza Veith, "The Infancy of Psychiatry," Bulletin of the
Menninger Clinic , 28:187, May, 1964.
2
Ibid
., pp. 186-188.
3
Ibid
.
4
Helen E. Marshall, Dorothea Dix, p. 66.
>s of body fluids" or "due to laxity and tension of body
2
ns."
Insanity and poverty were not particular social problems during
the time of American colonization. The Elizabethan Poor Law of 1601
placed the responsibility of caring for the insane and poverty-stricken
upon society. Deviate behavior, unless extreme in nature, was tolerated
3
because few people were threatened by it. With an increase in popula-
tion and urbanization came an increase in the numbers of poor and
insane. These two classes of unfortunates were classed together and
housed in jails or poorhouses. It was inconceivable that these crea-
4
tures could improve, much less recover through any type of treatment.
Near the close of the eighteenth century the prevailing theory
attributed mental disease to dog-days or black and yellow bile; "jeal-
as opium and belladonna, were used as treatment and any case not respond-
ing was considered beyond human help.
In the last ten years of the eighteenth century, Philippe Pinel,
in France, and William Tuke, in England, brought forth the first reforms
Menninger, Mayman, and Pruyser, op., cit
. , p. 18.
3
Gerald N. Grob, "Origins of the State Mental Hospital: A Case
Study," -ul latin of the Menninger Clinic, 29:2-3, March, 1965.
Ibid
. . p. 4. Helen E. Marshall, Dorothea Dix , p. 65.
in treating the mentally ill. Pinel had the chains removed from the
mentally ill and substituted a gentle and humane system of therapeutics
at Bicentre, the men's hospital for the mentally ill in Paris. He
became known as the "liberator of the insane." The universal practice
of using restraints was abolished in only a Jaw hospitals and was still
2
a point for argument in the early 1900' s. The movement towards liber-
ating the insane from medieval practices was heightened by the causes
3
underlying the French Revolution.
In 1792, William Tuke, a Quaker, became concerned with treatment
of church members committed to public asylums and workhouses. With
donations from wealthy members of the Society of Friends he built a
retreat and patterned the operation after the philosophy exemplified
4
by Pinel.
Dr. Benjamin Rush, patriot and physician during the Revolution,
was the first American to propose "mental illness was a disease, not a
devlish 'possession' or a punishment for sin." A diary entry for
January 4, 1803, records a meeting of Pennsylvania hospital physicians
at which time he proposed the need for humanitarian superintendents of
1
Ibid., P. 67.
2
Albert Deutsch, The Mentally 111 in America
, p. 227.
3 4
Marshall, ojd. cit
. , p. 67. Ibid . , p. 68.
Sarah R. Reidman and Clarence Green, Ben ] ami n Rush , Physician
strict , Foundir.,-^ Father , p. 228.
s responsib-^ stating action on a Mass
2
setts Legislative bill which asked suitable housing for the ins
solution passed in 1830. Mann, Bezaleel Taft, and William B.
Calhoun were appointed to oversee the planning and construction, as well
as make recommendations for government and discipline, of a hospital to
be built at Worcester. The completed structure provided a large window
in each room, adequate bathing facilities, and stairways leading to a
3
yard. Interest was stimulated in the care and treatment of patients
4
through the practice of "moral treatment." Moral treatment was an
attempt to create a favorable environment in which the patients, through
kind and humane treatment, would recover.
The reformers of this period believed society had an obligation
to the insane, but even more important was their belief that mental
illness was "a curable malady, given proper and early treatment."
Although progress was being made the great mass of mentally ill were
still without benefit of humane treatment.
Dorothea Lynde Dix, a humanitarian and reformer, worked tire-
lessly in helping the mentally ill. She lived in an age "which had not
George W. Corner (ed.), The Autobiography of Benjamin Rush
,
p. 262.
J. Sanbourne Bockhoven, Moral Treatment in American Psyc'r.i try.
,
pp. 83-84.
6 7Grob, op_. ci
t
. , p. 18. Marshall, G£. pit . , p. 80.
12
yet come to place its stamp of approval upon women entering into an
independent life or going into business or the professions in competi-
tion with men." Ker first triumph in helping the mentally ill was to
obtain heat in the section of the East Cambridge jail reserved for the
2
insane. As a self-appointed critic she toured almshouses, prisons, and
workhouses evaluating patient care and living conditions. Her report to
the Massachusetts legislature was first denounced as false but in time
3
accepted as evidence of shocking truth. Through her untiring efforts
she helped establish thirty-two of the seventy-five state hospitals in
Emphasis on custodial type housing was a product of the nine-
teenth century. Changes in the social order due to the industrial
revolution and urbanization of the expanding population seemed to create
the need for housing the mentally ill in centers for confinement. "Dur-
ing the dominance of the custodial ideal, institutionalization was
conceived of as an end in itself."
During the twentieth century there has been a gradual change from
emphasis on custodial care to curative treatment. Progress was often
hampered by crowded facilities and lack of trained personnel. "It was
only after political corruption and medical incompetence reached the
^Ibid., p. 58.
2
Ibid.
, p. 84.
3 lbid
., p. 92.
4 5 6
Ibid.
, p. 245. Deutsch, 0£. cit
. , p. 186. Ibid . . p. 187.
Ibid., p. 440. Ibid . , p. 448.
of public scandal that progressive superintendents could gain
..-port necessary to introduce c ^os."
During the first twenty years of this century, psychological and
social factors involved in mental illness were first identified and
reported. In addition to his other contributions in the field of mental
health, Elmer E. Southard developed the concept of social psychiatry and
2
instigated the founding of psychiatric social work. During World War
I, Dr. Frederick Mott emphasized the importance of "moral and hospital
rium was established after the first World War in Berlin. The importance
of patient relationships with other patients and staff became apparent.
The Menninger Clinic was established in Topeka, Kansas, in 1937.
The concepts of "attitude therapy," the prescription for the type of
attitudes personnel should have toward each patient, and "milieu
therapy" developed from research conducted at the clinic.
REORIENTATION OF WOMEN IN MENTAL HOSPITALS 3Y HOME ECONOMISTS
Reported research in the area of reorientation of women in mental
hospitals is limited. However, home economists have been involved in
some activities which are designed to help individuals, who have under-
gone mental treatment, make the adjustment to the environment outside of
the hospital.
Bockhoven, on. cit
. ,
p. 90. Ibid . , p. 96.
4
Ibid
., pp. 97-93.
14
Home economists have recognized the influence of mental health
on home management. Grady wrote, "The mental health of an individual is
reflected in how effective he is and feels in the business of living.
Management can make a major contribution toward effectiveness in both
oi ..hesa goals."
In October 1959, fashion therapy was introduced in the Napa State
Hospital. The patients were brought up to date on fashion, make-up, and
hair styling. The results were "enlightening, humbling, and emotionally
. .
2
stirring."
The importance of reorienting women in homemaking skills was
recognized by the veterans' hospital in Coatesville, Pennsylvania.
Classes were held in meal planning, meal preparation, and equipment
study. Interior decoration was considered as an area to be included at
3
a future date.
In Lexington, Kentucky, a home economist was employed by each of
the four mental hospitals "to train homemakers so they can go home and
4
function as useful individuals."
Ethyl R. Grady, "Management and Mental Health," Journal of Home
Economics , 54:267-270, April, 1962.
2
Thelma Thompson, "Fashion Therapy," Jcurr. ?.':. of. ~- r :: a Economics
,
54:835-836, December, 1962.
3
Ann W. Arbegast, "Homemaking for Mentally 111 Patients as
Rehabilitative Training," Journal of Home Economics , 56:650-652,
October, 1963.
4
Bonnie 0' Bryant, "Services for the Mentally 111," Journal of
Home Economics « 56:45, January, 1964.
Attitudes concerning treatment and rehabilitation of the mentally
ill have changed thi ivior. Evi-
: of mental illness were observed as early as 1500
Z. The mentally ill were at times neglected, imprisoned, and cruelly
treated. During the last decade of the eighteenth century limited
numbers of mentally ill benefi tea from the humane treatment in France
and in England. American reform for housing and more humane treatment
bc^cr. in the early nineteenth century through the efforts of a few
interested individuals. For a wime custodial type housing became an
end in itself as treatment for the mentally ill. Research into the
nature of mental disorder resulted in a new concept towards mental
less ~r.>_ rehabilitation and has proved the importance of environment
and attitudes in therapeutic treatment leading to recovery. Reorienta-
tion of women returning to useful and satisfying lives outside of the
hospital has been reported by a limited number of home economists.
CHAPTER III
THE PILOT COURSE IN HOME MANAGEMENT
Two of the purposes of this study were (1) to plan and implement
a pilot course in home management for women patients receiving treatment
in the C. F. Menninger Memorial Hospital and (2) to assess the success
of the pilot course and need for changes. Description of procedure for
developing and for assessing the pilot course follows.
DEVELOPING THE PILOT COURSE IN HOME MANAGEMENT
Concern for patients being readmitted to the C. ?. Menninger
Memorial Hospital because of their inability to cope with daily problems
encountered living outside of the hospital caused the Director of
Adjunctive Therapies and his staff to consider the advisability of
creating a home management situation within the hospital setting. , In
April, 1964, Mr. Don Jones, the Director of Adjunctive Therapies, Mrs.
Harriet Grant, the adjunctive therapist assigned to the activity, and
the writer, a home economist with experience in teaching, began a
series of planning sessions for developing and assessing a pilot course
whereby some insight into patient problems concerning home management
could be gained.
The decision was reached that the responsibility for outlining
The writer will hereafter be termed the consultant.
17
Lot course, for developing assessment inst
.:-ld be undertaken by the consultant. As -" the pilot
course staff members, the partici-
pants, the adjunctive therapist, and the consultant.
A course of six weeks in duration, including the areas of foods
and nutrition, general home care, care of clothing, and personal finance
'..'^j outlined (Appendix A). A questionnaire, in the form of a check
list, was authorized by Mr. Jones, and distributed to women patients
for the purposes c2 determining patient interest and possible omission
in subject matter (Appendix 3). Of the forty questionnaires distributed,
thirty-seven, or 93 per cent, were returned. No responses were marked
on three of the returned questionnaires.
Responses indicated that patients living in the main hospital who
were expecting discharge within a few months and patients already in the
c<^y hospital were the most interested. All suggested interest items
were chosen by some of those respondents who indicated interest in the
proposed course.
Selection of the first group of participants was based on
expressed interest. Six patients who would profit by such an activity
were chosen by doctors and the Director of Adjunctive Therapies. T.
patients were in active treatment with a prognosis of leaving the hospi-
tal within six months to two years and were representative of different
backgrounds and diagnoses as to their type of illness. The pilot course
was attended by two cay-patients, one patient living in the hospital but
on group accompaniment to activities, and thr _ patii living in the
18
main hospital with grounds privileges. Ages ranged from seventeen to
sixty years.
During the pilot course an adjunctive therapist was present to
observe the activity, to make the necessary reports on patient progress,
and to free the instructor of any legal responsibility that might arise
from patient behavior.
The foods and nutrition area was taught by the consultant. The
other areas were taught by staff members. Men from the business office
gave instruction on personal finance, the woman in charge of housekeep-
ing gave instruction on general home care, and a staff member from the
crafts area gave instruction on care of clothing. It was the first time
the abilities of persons from the business office and housekeeping had
been utilized in patient activity. Brief outlines of suggested mate-
rials to be covered were given to each of these people.
Classes were held in the afternoons, Monday through Friday, for
an hour and a half, except for the foods and nutrition classes which met
for two hours. Three weeks were devoted to the area of foods and nutri-
tion, and one week each to the areas of general home care, care of
clothing, and personal finance. The foods and nutrition classes were
held in a kitchen containing three laboratory units. The other classes
were held in a cottage consisting of a living room, dining area, kitchen,
two bedrooms, and a bathroom.
ASSESSMENT OF THE PILOT COURSE
In order to assess the success of the pilot course and for
- means were used: (1)
^stionnairc
Lon of the course, and (3) ob„
;- the adjunctive therapist and the consultant.
Participating Staf : r :.-:tionnaire
The instructors of the pilot course were asked to mark one of
three responses to each of seven questions on a questionnaire (Appc.
C). Questions dealt with personal satisfactions realized frc.u worki
.
[
_..._s, possible change of interest before or during partic-
ipation, response of participants, adequacy of time allotted for
presentation, interest of participants, interest in further participa-
tion, need for more retailed outline of subject matter, and additional
ants.
..-^ponse to each ecuestion by the eight instructors was as
follows:
Question 1. Row much :ion did you realize from working
:h participants in the home management pilot course?
Five instructors indicated receiving much satisfaction and two
indicated receiving some satisfaction from working with participants.
One instructor realized satisfaction "depending upon patient response."
Question 2. Was there a change in your interest from the time that
ycu were asked to participate to the day or days that you gave your
presentation?
Three instructors indicated greater interest developed from the
:i 3 request was made to percicipate to the day or days of subject
presentation; three indicated no change of interest; and two indicated
interest lessened during this period.
Three instructors indicated participants were highly interested;
one indicated participants were either highly interested or seemed
bored; four indicated varied responses.
Question 4. Was the length of time adequate for your presentation
of materi< .?
Three instructors indicated more time was needed for instruction;
two indicated the time to be adequate; and three indicated too much time
had been allotted.
Question 5> How much additional time would you have needed?
Of the three instructors indicating more time was needed, one
replied with a question mark; one replied, "one hour"; and one instruc-
tor questioned whether time was needed or whether he had "tried to cover
too much ground."
r
•
.-.-
~icn j5. Would you be interested in participating again?
Three instructors were interested in participating again. Three
indicated being somewhat interested. Another answered by stating, "I
would be interested if my time were not so hectic—but under the circum-
stances it kept me humping to integrate time with other scheduled
activities." Another instructor answered, "It isn't that I'm not inter-
ested but I don't feel I can spare the time. I'm usually running behind
on my own work."
Question !_• Would a more detailed outline of subject matter been
of help to you?
A detailed outline would have been more help to one respondent;
2L
Indicated a <
lied outline would have been little hel^. _ted
the question to be "not applicable."
are written by five instructors. Three
instructors indicated more information concerning the pai ..ould
content taught. Two instructors
lefits were received by the group members >m this
t
: _"_
-'. re
The qui - b> the .— pants ,.
provided an opportunity to express their feelings of the value of learn-
ings from each area covered and to make suggestions to help plan a more
meaningful activity. Analysis of the responses to the questionnaire
follows.
I i . _ r
'"
"
~
. The majority of the participants
indii ed nutritional information to be a most beneficial learning.
One participant mentioned appreciation of materials handed out. Three
indicated instruction in correct measuring and principles of
food prepar* on to be of vali Three indicated menu planning and the
preparation of a systematic time schedule as being beneficial.
The feces ar.w nutrition unit could have been improved by the
ad<—~cn o: more information on food s ction at the store, mora
emphasis or. meal management, and more instruction in . ration.
One participant offered no suggestions while one "enjoyed this very
22
Housekeeping Unit . Five respondents indicated the information
on the selection and use of cleaning equipment was beneficial. One
participant stated bug control information to be most beneficial.
The unit on housekeeping could have been improved by including
information helpful in making preparations for moving. Three respondents
indicated subject information to be adequate. One participant expressed
feeling of boredom and suggested "touching common sense items lightly."
There were no suggestions from one participant.
Person ; 1 Fj.nance Un :". t . Three respondents indicated information
on budgeting to be of most value in this unit. Two respondents indi-
cated insurance information to be of the most value. One respondent
replied "the entire field" was of interest.
The unit on personal finance could have been improved by taking
more time to cover the subject in detail. "Talking more slowly" was one
comment made. One respondent had no suggestions while one stated, "the
subject as a whole bored me."
Care of Clothing Unit . The most beneficial learnings from the
unit on care of clothing were indicated to be stain and spot removal and
selection of sewing equipment. One participant indicated making no
evaluation due to "illness and therapy sessions during class time."
The unit on care of clothing could have been improved by adding
information on textiles, laundry and ironing procedures.
Subjections for Course Improvement . The participants indicated
the desire for additional time in all areas with the exception of house-
keeping. The majority of respondents indicated the preference for one
entire course in t
or for eac. -~o difficult. There
r.ce for afternoon scheduling
•
•'--•t Level . Five participants indicated
inter* inning of the id remained
- course. Oi having a high
interest level at the beginning but had a low inter* al at the end
- "because some subjects interested me while others bored
:ipant wrote c:. a questionnaire, "I w—i interested to
find new ways - lings." Another wrote, "It's a fine course."
:
~
'_ ^___
Patient progress reports, personal conferences between the thera-
pist and consultant, and staff reports were the sources of the observa-
tions of the therapist. The therapist felt that a trained instructor
in home economics was needed for the activity and questioned her own
role in the activity. Patient absenteeism due to therapy, illness, out-
of-town visits, driving lessons, and job hunting was reported. "From
the outset," she said, "the members of this srou? have seemed interested
and have taken an active participation on both discussion and work
level." One participant repeatedly expressed her satisfaction with the
course. — t indicated that one participant appeared "alert
and outgoing" in the ... lent class and "c_„_^^ the opposite" in
another activity in which she .- . observed. Individual participants
24
tended not to be attentive to the : tructor when material presented
was not of in ceres t.
The consultant, during the portion of the pilot course she
taught, noted verce_ expression by the majority of the partici-
indicated enjoyment of and the desire for its continuance as a regular
activity. The participants appeared to receive much satisfaction from
products prepared during the foods end nutrition unit, Produce s _.:._.
were frequently shared with roommates and doctors. The consultant
observed participants to be usually tolerant of each other. Age dif-
ferences of participants was of no significance to group functioning.
The consultant found theit major learnings and methods for devel-
oping them were not clearly identified in the pilot course outline. A
more complete guide would be necessary for another person to use in
teaching. The objectives for the proposed course could remain the same
but development of course content would vary depending upon the needs of
the participants involved.
A better understanding by the staff of the activity and purposes
would have been beneficial. Attendance, by some participants, was
sporatic due to appointments scheduled by staff members which could
possibly have been scheduled at another time.
In the light of the findings the following conclusions were made:
There was interest in and need for a home management course.
2. St_ff members were' too pressed with their own work to be
by.
the activity was successful.
5. - would present no probl*
grc.
6.
- c< :se but developing cours
tent to - ior presenting subject matter to meet
w..^. needs of participi
7. understf ng of the ac ases by the
i ff would have been beneficial to the success c_
course. Absente< c,_: the participants might be a problem
for instructors if contim on of the course was not con-
tred a regular activity.
- f
"'
"
"
Recommendations based on findings from the ass< iment of the
pilot c^:-
;
i v_.\_^_ of the limitations of the study,
1. . p >t _o_.:~- objec ives.
2. Develop a more complete course incorporating the suggesu- .
for impro\ .- to meet the needs of the participants and
future instructors.
'
;
1
:
;rse
F lgs from the assessment of the pilot course were considered
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in light of implementing a more comprehensive course. The following
recommendations were mac
1. Continue the activity incorporating suggestions made for
improving the pilot course.
2. Piece a person with experience in teaching home economic,
with responsibility for the entire course.
3. Retain the afternoon scheduling of the activity.
4. Better inform the staff of the purposes of the activity.
5. Schedule the activity before participants become involved in
the transition between hospital living and foster home or
apartment living.
: DURSE
hen-
sive course of study in the i ie home for wc nts at
pital. A discussion of the development
e course and the proposed course follow.
HOME COURSE
Two recoi -. ons made after the ..cessment of the pilot course
were i d as ^ basis for the i the proposed management for
the home cc:.^. ^^.c„^^„ rec chat the ob_
the pilot course be ret, ned
,
were :.
The recommendation was ... ~ to incorporate the suggestions for
iment of the yl.'-^~ ccurce to meet the needs of the participants
^..v_ future in; \-cug.'., In the :o.:„ _.-.^ nutrition area more instruc-
tion was included on food selection at the store, on meal management,
cr.d on preparation. Information helpful Ln . :ing preparations for
moving was -deed to the area of home care, and textile information and
laundry and i: rocedures to the care of clothing area.
The selected areas ~c be covered were designated as emphases in
subject areas to ;. ^_^_L/ fit into the Adjunctive Therapiej
lidelines for working with patier.c^ _.-. this activity were struc-
tured to assist the instructor in emph—lizing content for reorientation
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rather than for formal evaluation. Several of the emphases wei
. to b r convey course content. The selected _ pi
Home Car Zave of Clothing, Personal Finance, anc . 1 Manage-
ment. Objectives for aach emphasis :ed as behavioral changes
expected of the participants.
Each emphasis was divided into problems and some subproblems.
The problems and subproblems were not planned as dailj lessons. Problem
objectives were developed indicating desired behavioral changes.
Tec format for subject content was organized into two sections:
generalizations and guides for developing generalizations. The general
-
ic^jiens c.i.^c; '.„.._ _'c~c _ncerctc.ndir.gs for o_cn prcb: _cn____c__
most important to be developed and applied by the participants. Methods
for structuring and stimulating the ce — ...._..; of chc designated
generalizations were organized into the section guides for developing
generalizations
.
THE MANAGEMENT FOR THE HOME COURSE
The objectives, stated as behavioral changes expected of the
participants arc:
1. Develops an understanding of and appreciation for homemaking
as a basis for satisfying and effective living
2. Understands the coi of time and daily activities
3. Identifies and uses ways to simplify homemaking activities
4. Recognizes the importance of clothing care to the well-
groomed person and utilizes the knowledge in wardrobe
Deve-
as the principles of nutritl t in
Lng, and serving appetizing meals
.Develops criteria to use in selecting a living place
Identifies procedures to follow when moving
Recognizes methods for simplifying homemaking activities
Examines procedures for maintaining a clean, neat, and
orderly home
- /ES The
I
-using expenditure in keeping with
. plan
Dev^_ a for evali— ting possible living
places
IVELOPING
ALIZATIONS
the setting
for inc ...ant
aenced by gc
activities, and r. urces p.f
the individuals involved.
Discu
ing on people. Participants
r values held important
_.~.fluences
>ecial interests, goals, and
on choice of h
cial plan apprais^ I
. is wanted
from ^ home provides a sound
for determining he
ased housing
ides a basis for selection
:e dis-
...— on and ^....^xosary
expense.
.
involved in housing such as rent,
mortgage pa;,
taxes, prop Juel
for 1 -lities, services
.s a charge,
possible repairs, or red
- aps de\ ^.'.o} a
list of spec. r.aral
features to consider when rent-
ing or buying.
Distribute checklist of features
to consider in looking
ments or houses. ._ . -_eld
trip to £ rtments and
houses and ev te features.
Disease reasons why opinions will
Identifies possi
res heli— - -•• effici moving
I
GUIDE FOR DEVE
loving
costs - ere _.\ses
2s, and a general
i nvo Ives
Lng and attention
to deta
... possible exj
sdure for ot _
estimates froi
i^sed moving
date. Discuss questions to ask
concerning bonding, insur
:anses for special
boxes and handling.
Discuss necessary procedures for
.ng and instc!. -
_~ving appliances.
Discuss how to inform friends,
businesses, and publications of
address chan e.
rvices to be
of st< - :ing:
lights, gas, water, tei-
ipers. Participants
Advance preparation of future
home helps to reduce work on
moving day.
GUIDE FOR DJ
... _able paper.:
ssions protected or sent
:; registered mail if moving
Lves change of towns.
Discuss plans for meals and
lodging during moving.
Discuss procedures which may be
done before moving such as
cleaning, lining shelves, and
deciding furniture locations.
.["he par.
for si .
for home :e
- in home care
LIZATIONS
finishes re
t at
ice
clefi lg _^ded.
[uiring extra
::ra
ines
-
contrast to pictures illustrat-
;ure.
Ln dirt
retention betweer.
surface fabr_ c
deep piling, loop-
.
tuf ts .
:r .tie be
b] nating
u seless ... tions unne .
trips, arranging equipment and
t ^.^
entrances by using floor mats,
ing storage fc
and inclement weather c^
itrances.
asons
_viduals seem to
. ~iven
. PING
I ;
-cing
>r work efficient i trough
work studying personal
Demonstrate relation of posture
to strain and use of er
2
. .:3 conserving time and
_____;.:_-;
: af first
Recogni:__ impi ice or storage
near working levels to conserve
ti:-:,3 and --^
--._..
.
Part nts demonstrate how time
and energy are saved when
tently used article are
stored within e y r h.
.cit tnts evaluate several
tabl for various
tivities such as mixing _
ig rolling pin. Discuss ways
ghts may be ir _-cugh
alteration of working si lace
Evaluate comfort of
Lrs and stools in relation to
heights of work surfaces and body
build.
appropi Develop criteria for selecting
es helps ei - and supplies which will
~rgy include consideration of effi-
e. ciency, ease of use, eas . af
o _' c a .. - 1 nvo 1ved
,
[uency of use. . . - £ jobs
ned to do, and cc.; in
r< wion to time and energy
saved
.
: utter are
1 _^.
usee
tify de
brooms and dusting equipi
Show examples of \
and draw cone]
Discu
have .
com-
month.
._.vie.
res.
.--lent
plan-
affec j_ re
planned by the individual.
GUID._
•
_
>bje ;1 waning
3ve soiJ - - - .
3 lg rfac .. _ rking in a down-
it to another surface. :tion.
_ arti .: ants prej ....
cle. -
helpful in affective home care.
Participants practice home a :e
procedures in cottage.
...son
- spots and s :
is care of clot part of good
What :..
)BJECTIVES The participar
Recognizes how effective daily, we<
seasonal cari >rc ide a ready-to-w<
—
r vj< .
and extends the life cf garments
Becomes sensitive to the role clothing plays in
acceptance by others
Understands importance of . it ling :. nvenient
GUIDE FOR DEVELOPING
Clothing tends : create an selected pictures or persons
idivi .1' s values ... _ . Discuss
and is an impo'r mt aspect i ai . clothing may
of first impre ns. ir ^nce first impressions.
Individual • s attitude towards E ss fac rs hich influence
persona: ap iar nee influences - mt .J time and care allotted
the amount of time and cure . wardrobe maintenance:
nance. ai - sonal Lts, pressure
of other activities 5 available
facilities, and choice of
clothing.
Ef iectivc ing care extends Discuss precau :>ns in jutting
ardrobe, and id taking off thing which
saves time and money. will prolong garment life.
Discuss care given before garment
is put away or worn a second
time.
.tributes
, a Ltra< v a
- ters.
- can
—
istrate storing
. together.
ass how closets maj
red to prevent
clothing from dust, inse
i ;_ons.
_ -ction
from t. insects and stretc
nded storage
- _ . Living qua* ter
__ ..iced.
;:. IE OF Z)
OBJECTIVES The part
3 i s t the i
:teristics of fibers ur.o fac-ric^
related ~c clothing
Knows benefits of the Textile Products Acts to
Estimates .n are i Ing fabric,
cons true tion c :.
_~, or— lentation, and tag and
GUIDE FOR DEVELOPING
er content 9 Discuss differences in fabrics
help in , -- >. _-_.:
Fibers are classified as nitions for fibers,
natural or manufactured.
There is no one perfect fiber classification of fibers.
for all purposes.
Show examples of fabrics ma
— rs. Develop character-
istics, coolnes^,, . rinkles
s ;ily, will withstand high
temperatures and launders well.
. :les of protein fi
Describe tendency for warmth,
resiliency, and absorbency.
Show examples and discuss
;
ties of nu . Note
oped and
jess definite characteristics.
.ances of finishes
.ring, pleat
.line
.ied to finish
care <
L __.._3hes.
-
I
lg fabric
;h - :
-
found. Ident
- L
conti - cuss
...-action thrc
Products Labeling Act of
Products Act requirements.
.53.
:ation
Act D
id discuss generic .
ve tr r s used.
Differentiate between mandatory
-
GUIDE FO:
Discuss consumers' role in
beling.
aining lab aids garment Devel >i Drtance
care. tags and lab* : as an aid to
E construction 1'. . :_ „/.i
itation, and d :ide a :: :ed care due to
ifoi :ion may construction details and
.03 may
.-
3 for remo -
3 and
_ .
. mo -
_
satisfying
>val. Con-
age, soap and
ppropriate
. Discuss effects of stain, fiber,
56 -_
of spot and st n removal method.
-
use of i ci
en selection ci stain remover.
stains. Classify as water-
nation
l, 0_" StainS C f IM
ori^-n.
possible fal - by
overs on fabric
c - -
.
-
or clotning.
GUIDE FOR
GENE
Show absorbent materials and
their effectiveness in
ng certain st
. - "gents.
Discuss iction on rr;s.r.y nongreasy
Dme greasy stains by coating
insoluble staining particle.:
be rinsed out of
the fabric.
examples of solvents.
Discuss effects of solvents on
color, finish, and dimensional
stability of treated areas.
Develop general precautions for
.vent j : ther than water.
:ici ai ts read labels and
iscuss printed warnings. Empha-
and where solvents may
be used.
i why flammable solvents
it be used in washing
machines or articles dampened
with flammable solvents placed
in dryers due to possible
ignition of solvent vapors from
electrical sparks or static
electricity.
ass storing flammable solvents
a\ ay from electrical sparks or
fl£ te, and out of s^.^ch of
chi ldren.
Discuss possible uses of chemi
ors. Discuss precau-
tions in the use of bleaches.
Show use of white vinegar in
restoring colors charged by
alkali action.
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remover.
j. Practice
removal procedures
Lletin.
— to
: aid
ved
•-'. ric d age
rii
by pre
type c_ i in, fabric, and
finish.
Discuss situation.
> of cooim -- il dry
Note the possibility
of some stains never cc—
3t and stain
general guides for procedures.
:uli—*e,
from Fabrics , United States
Home -.... Garden Bulletin No. 62.
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CARE OF
--:
. are cl« 2s successfully cleaned?
Ihe participant
Identifies garments to be dry cleaned and garments
to be laundered
.liar with services offered by corn:..-
:
cry cleaners
l^unc r; ^ids ere used in general .^_:.^: j
Understands how to use automatic laundry equipment
UIDE FOR
Develop criteria for determining
whether garments are to be dry
cleaned or laundered.
to be used ir
Service^, avail e : r- Discuss variety of services
cial dry :leanin£ .ishments offered by some dry cleaning
maj include dry c press- e blist its.
alter .tions
s
and: iyeing, Discuss hov/ the consumer may
re-weaving, and storage. assist the dry cleaner in
providing maximum service by
identifying stains and leaving
labels in clothing which state
fiber content, special finishes,
id suggested cleaning proce-
dures,
ning Arrange a field trip to a coin-
ated cleaning service where
ible participants may use the service.
. ...... Discuss the advantages and
ttisfied with heme pressing disadvantages of using this
results. service.
.GUIDE F
" TONS
-
use.
1 ^s.
Discuss fomation c
. lye,
reac_ „;;ent
:er.
:er-
-losolve in &i
hot or cold, hai
ater.
atergents.
is use of unbuilt detergents
and lightly
garments lilt
ly so
~.\ts.
:rate characteristics of
ft water by us
Tincture of Greer. Soap in
. ad water and
. with softener.
concerning how
be done successfully
in hard water.
iss uses of bleaches on
fabric to remove stains and
brighten yeliowed fabrics.
GUIDE FOR DEVELO
GENERALIZATIONS
Demon 2 : . . : : _ . .c
i color-fast
;, cottons with r
as j silk, and rayon. Draw
conclusions as to use of chlorine
bleaches and oxyger. bleaches.
Discuss reason for aaain^ bl
£ f :er the washer : with
water and after the de 'gent
or soap has begun to ac_.
Demonstrate effect of ft
conditioners. Draw conclusions
fabric and permits easier iron-
ing. Di scuss when this aid is
a : 2d ring the laundry process.
Show products available for
specific fabrics and/or
__.
_. ;;; ^c cala v,a;a: _
static agents, and moth proofing
preparations.
Discuss where laundry aids may
be kept for convenience.
..:_ Assemble garments which vary in
may help elii ir :e damage fiber, color, finish, amoui
during the laundry procedure. soil, and weight of fabric for
demonstration as problem
develops.
Discuss removal of some belts,
covered buttons, and trim on
rments to prevent permanent
damage. Participants identify
garment items to be removed
before laundrying.
tassist c
ng to
prevent
-uure.
. tdure.
...ire
anent
staining of
is pre-treat-.
-
.
-
-
: garment. Parti'ci]
pre-treat heavily ~c-^__^ areas.
--^positing of
garments caused by long so^.
. d to
sepav-
-
equir-
ing i—ilar tr<
ay cause
co each other and to
brics requiring similar
ti .cnt.
Sort assembled gar
-oer content, fabric finish,
r, sturdiness or delicac;
fabric, and amount of soil.
Refer to tags and labels from
..us to help determi
procedures.
Basic Discuss selection of detergent
.......-- and water temperature appropriate
rinsinj .ng according to fabrics being laundered.
to fiber
s
finish, color, weight
and amount of soil. Discuss importance of ;
rinsing to free fabric cJ
loosened soil and
which could c~~~;. stiffening
of fibers ad skin irr -ion.
Discuss removing excess water
according to fiber content and
finish to help speed drying time.
Participants practice general
laundry procedures using available
automatic equipment.
:s cared for after laundi
.
. tands use of automatic dryer
ling or
.... those hich req—
e
or
pressing
Use appropriate ironing and pressing procedures
3 appropriate storage for clea
GUIDE FOR DEV]
GENERALIZATIONS
-
fiber coi
... . : , ; pe, and
ts "ther wrinkling.
or pressing strai
is them
and produces a smooth appear-
ance.
Discuss how to dry garments to
help retain color,
prevent ~^..~:.„s
- zc dryer i;.. ^ructions and
discuss use and care. E
strate use of dryer.
Identify articles of clothing
Lng ironing or pressing
those requiring no ironing or
pressing.
Demonstrate smoothing and folding
of garments requiring no ironing
rments come from dr;
Determine reasons for ironing or
pressing. Study procedures used
in ironing or pressing.
Determine fabrics
are before preening or
ironing. Discuss techniques
for applying moisture.
--
Discuss effects of ironing
temperatures on fabrics. Note
thermostatic settings on
Identify label t« iting
special treat »nt, such as:
"Needs No Ironing," "Needs Little
or No Ironing," "Needs Only
Touch-up Ironing," and "Automatic
Wash and Wear.
"
Demonstrate techniques for
ironing specific articles of
clothing which are frequently
ironed at home.
Discuss differences between
ironing and pressing and determine
when each is used.
Participants practice appropriate
ironing or pressing procedures.
riate storage of clean Discuss storage of clean laundry,
laundry tends to eliminate Identify articles to be folded
further wrinkling and is a or hung. Relate storage to
part of clothing maintenance. clothing maintenance.
Participants indicate type of
storage for articles in demon-
stration laundry.
.nd ^;;-:anses
-
i—
. ants and ki use Lt
—
... s into the per;
es incr( g responsibility ;c: personal finance
OBJECTIVES
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,'.L FINANCE
How is a personal financial plan developed?
jrstands that a financial plan is an indi 1 1
problem based on personal income, expenses, and
goals
Develops some ability to formulate a financial plan
based on income, expenses, and goals
Is aware that a financial plan is used and altered
until it is workable for the individual
Views money and a sound plan for its use as being
important as a means for achieving goals
gj:le for
gene:
An indiv o /lews income Discuss how people may spre
-or its u-o tl sir income over "wishes" and
as being important will achieve "needs."
goals in keeping with his
financial capabilities. Identify steps in devi~-.~ a
financial plan:
A workable fir._r.cial plan is
based on the goals thac each Determine realistic short time
individual wishes to accomplish. and long time goals.
Estimate income for all sources
on the basis of take home pay.
Determine the period of time the
plan is to cover.
Determine fixed expense
chart payments to be set a
at definite times. Distribute
list of fixed expenses and
flexible expenses.
Estimate future flexible expenses.
--o for the
.dual.
of
I i from
lent or found in
_ ..^. written on
personal __..ance.
over riods.
Prepare
. ne personal £
at is covered by t
Prepare a tri
a
iss need for adj us -
al plan to take care of
: : ad expenses or cl
in income,
i governi lent bull - -
:
tes contain!..
finance for
participate; to browse,
quality of information f<
PERSONAL FI I
Kow may consumer credit be used to benefit the
individual while avoiding common pitfalls and
unnecessary costs?
OBJECTIVES The participant
Understands how wise use of credit may benefit
the individual
Becomes familiar with consumer credit plans
Develops an increasing ability to compare the
costs of credit
Desires to use credit as a means of advancing
time of consumption but not as an incre. in
purchasing power
.
GUIDE FOR DEVELOPING
GENERALIZATIONS
Credit may make possible
ii i idiate use of an article
before t\ - purchase price
can be saved and may >,ccc:.;-
plish urgent or useful goals.
Discuss crecit as en ^ecee~_e
: . -- _ .- ;'.:.__ J
.
.
__ .
_e er
received. Consider how thought -
. or unknowing use of credit
may result in the purchase of
more expensive goods than can
be truly afforded.
... individual understands
the true cost of credit offered
by various credit agencies money
~aved by selecting the
s .: r^Li; of interest for the
time period that is most con-
venient.
List types of credit charges:
- interest, disccunt, or
dollar charge.
Discuss finding the true annual
rate of interest when the credit
fee is stated as a percentage
of the declining balance by
multiplying the monthly rate
by twelve.
GUIL..
Discuss finding
. of interest by doubling the
., ,:ed charge v/hen th
is stated as so n
Figure rate of
insti
follow-
p J
aual rate of inte
...
- the number of payment
1 = finance cost in dollars
p = the amount of crec ..
n = the numl nts
Discuss interest rates on bu
revolving charge accounts if
.d in full by the ei
_..~ established period.
__pants use one of the
pocket guides for figuring
interest to solve selected
interest problems.
fAL FINANCE
How may the services offered by banking establishments
'.:._„_, the individual with f-nunciul affairs?
OBJECTIVES The participant
Understands the variety of services offered by
banking establishments
Knows how to use the services offered by bankin
establishments
guide for developing
; ions
account provides
tit way to pay bills,
aent by mail, provides
hecks and
ions.
recording
ng a large sura Provide bank statements for
rticipants to balance. Point
cut how the bank statement issued
provides the depositor with a
detailed accounting record of
financial transactions for a
stated period.
Discuss how restrictive
endorsements guarantee check
will be tendered for a specif
purpose.
A savings account provides a
reserve fund and helps build
rating. Savings
accounts build interest.
Participants prepare a deposit
and a withdrawal slip. Examine
passbooks noting how deposits,
withdrawals, and interest are
recorded.
.
g establishments offer a
variety of services that aids
- :h his
financial affairs.
List and eiscuss available
,
services such us
settlement of estates, investment
advice, custodial services on
securities, and safety deposit.
3 help
ndividual wit .
Recc
insurance i
Ldenti fies and ers
t
pes of insui
-
iuals and
.... an adequate
nee program.
. indi-
ion for
!
becaus :: cement,
or declining health.
agent who is
famil in planning an adequate
- ng to fi t
needs and situations.
term insurai
the lowest initial cose
provides protection with no
»nt features
for a certain length of -
Discuss straight li
lection for
life as lon . are
paid and have some savi
features, such as cash surrer :
and loan values.
Discuss the purpose of
endowment poll
accumulating s
the same time providing life
insurance during that period.
s limited payment life
for which premiums are paid
during a specified Li le. This
type policy may be paid up before
retirement so premiums :ill
not have to be paid out of
retirement income.
There are combination policies
which may provide the needed
protection for families.
Discuss advan
income policy
and the retir
Health insurance may help pay
for hospital, surgical, or
._ care or it may help
---- - during a dis-
ability period.
Discuss . idvar tage* - -
advantages of health insurance
policies. Participants compile
list of questions .._ '.
help in evaluating a partic r
program.
ies prcvio- List periods insured against by
roperty the standard, broad, and compre-
oma situations hensive forms of the homeowners
to others. policy.
Invite a guest speaker to
explain details of insurance
about which the particip s
may have questions.
uses ways to save time and
Lng and serving nutritiou
Plans, and serves simple meals
cookery principles
..SIS I^:_ MANACEi-iEk'T
MAJOR PR03LEM Kow may time and energy be conserved while planning,
..oaring, and serving pleasing and appetizing
meals?
OBJECTIVES The participant
Recognizes baoic meal p.^aair.v ;_-_ .:.
Identifies criteria for recipes which will give
successful results
Realizes time, energy, and money may be saved
through using carefully prepared shopping lists
Examine proceaur^vi: which may
meal preparation and service
.n effective
?0R DEVELOPING
Efective when nutrition, family
position, food availability,
food variety and combinations
,
recipes, equipment, time, and
skill are considered in advance
of meal preparation time.
were particularly enjo; .
Develop reasons why these
were enjoyed.
Provide chart of basic food
groups for each participant.
Discuss basic food groups and
daily requirements.
Discuss implications of numbers
to be served, ages, health,
occupations, activities, food
likes and dislikes for menu
planning.
Recall situations were available
money for food influenced menu
choice.
Discuss influence of foods in
season, foods in freezer or on
cupboard shelves on choice of
foods selected.
Display and identify b
kitch^.. .; how
equipment may infl
tion o.:
Discuss inf
tion or.
Ltion steps o
required tc -
Identify foods requi
•eparation.
effect on ease -
preparation.
,-3 may
result - .ng and
:ed in
rements
by clear and
ions.
magazines,
cookbooks
.
,c considering
... foods needed
anc
- the
id - , energy, and
money.
Discuss how recording ite
a list when the last cont
ted helps 1 food
on hand.
S , and
listing ingredients not on hand
--oaring a shopping list.
^r::ci^.;.3 identify details
helpful in making selec.-
such as quantity, brand, and
use of item.
i =nt s
r prices;
reasons for lis
a special
specials
sizes of same e
i
i food as
:s of
; jther common
for shopping trip to
Different c
.
Arrange
store.
and the grouping of food -
stores will be identified
supplies will be purchased for
class.
.:.'chout delay
tension.
Discuss how to prepare an
organized shopping list by
grouping like foods together
and arrangii
with setup of store where regular
shopping is done.
Participants suggest menu; pi
time schedule together.
Using equipment correctly
in an efficiently arranged
kitchen helps produce more
satisfying results and
reduces accidents.
Discuss types of kitchen
activities such as mixing
s
bi
cooking, dish washing, and
serving; plan storage near pc
of first use; study picture
examples; apply to class kite
C. utter, confusion, and most
-.:.aal clean-up may be
reduced through management of
equipment and supplies.
management procedures
which will aid in reducing
kitchen clean-up: using as few
utensils as possible, placing
salad utensils on a tray
dishes as cooking progresses,
rinsing out utensils to reduce
scouring before washing, and
using a tray or cart to aid in
table setting or clearing.
.are skills in meal i
simj
served?
ticipant
i more aware :
kfast
r.izes need for a variety
Uses principles of fruit, cer-
in preparatic. fasts
. familiar with and uses broiler t of
range
- SLOPING
ALIZATIONS
ovides nouri
.- a night 1 s
-ortant for
efficient work and good health.
Interest is breakfast may be
through food variety,
..ve service, and allow-
the meal.
Guide discussion around
of individuals who do not like
.ly eaten at this meal.
and prepara-
3 Lps cc — r\ e :ime and
: . magement.
Discuss, drawing from t
what advanced planning
and preparation may be d<
for break i,
—te appetite, and
- nutritive
value - ay be
Lv^__eC, or sauteed
for v a -
^rkci^..;:.; suggest wa
serving fruits attractively.
View selected pictures to
strengthen discussion,
strate sectionin ci::u..
taxn raw
tad by
ping rrui
i : Lit n. acid s
g
Demonstrate pr
cup using apples, ba
Le. Suggest other fruits
which discolor when e::ocsed to
Fruits cocked in water tend
to lose shape while fruits
cooked in sugar sirup retain
shape.
Discuss effects of sugar on
cooking fruits. Cc
of preparing apple sauce and
method for preparing cir..
apple rings and the resulting
product.
xne jro.^r it may Explain use and care o: -
unit. Refer to direction book
accc^pany_n£ a
High temperatures for long
peric is of time results in
milk protein coagulation
accompanied by a brown color
and unpleasant taste.
After participants read through
recipe for cocoa discuss reaction
of milk to high temperatures.
Bl mding cocoa (starch) with
sugar helps prevent lumps
from forming when liquid is
added
.
Discuss prevention of lu
cocoa as a principle of
cookery.
Cover! ng cr
prevent
Discuss importance of covering
or beating heated milk cc prevent
formation of surface skin.
[Uses appropriate
mea'Co, eggs, and quick breads to prej e - simj
—
meal
.
GUIDE F01
GENERALIZATIONS
ieats are a good
of protein
Ld flavor of c__~
.
s used to lea\
»n, coat foods, impi
laze c - .mprove
irance and health
- of foods.
ampera-
!S protein to shrink
ghen.
-
--standing
- iients, and
.led aven :....;.:utures
influence qi . bread quality.
Discuss different kinds of
-^ts and standards
for preparation and sei
Discuss use of eggs in cooking
Consult cookbooks f<
cooking eggs. Discuss
relationship of co~ lg tempera-
tures to pre
Discuss purposes of quick bread
ingredients. :rate pre-
paration of biscuits an
Discuss effect of over, tempera-
tures or; qui -
standards of quality; c: .
devia
:
Participants plan, prepare and
serve b
>reads.
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MEAL MANAGEMENT
:OBLE . How are skills in meal management developed?
How are simple luncheons planned, prepared and
served?
OBJECTIVES The participant
Knows and uses appropriate luncheon or -upper
menu patterns
Establishes criteria for selecting appropriate
desserts
Uses appropriate cookery
a protein-rich main dish, appropriate -..lad, and
dessert
GENERALIZATIONS
Nutritious luncheon or supper
and c.:; planned in relation
to the other meals of the day.
ion .. .: - pper meal
:err a variety of
Develop a series of luncheon or
SUppcr ;.-;_ul p„U.ZU-_-.-o.
Cheese, eggs, and legumes,
supplemented with a
orotein, are meat alternates.
Compile a list of main c
using meat alternates.
Combining meats with cereal
products extends possible
servings.
Compile a list of meat extender
dishes.
GUIDE FOR DE
.. .
,
and c - ten
veg<
c
consistencies, may be used
ises, binders, and
—ices
.
-
cdded
to a he or before
[i id. Lumps are
less — ___- tc be f .
Demon.
... bulk of p i
prepared pastas ii
retention and
Demonstrate prepa :reara
Consider desirable
qualities such as rich _ L
-•_nce, smooth
ture, and consistency for de
purpose.
.ain how combining melted fat
and flour separates su
granules permitti dent
gelatinization resulting
smooth texture. Discus
ing starch with sugar to separate
granules of starch. (Refer to
cocoa preparation)
mbining a cold liqi
with starch .... i is of separat-
ing sta
ss of starch coo . ;
preparation of gravies, sweetened
sauces or puddings.
Emphasize how cooking stai
develops flavor, improves digest-
ibility, and thickens mixture by
breaking down cell walls, allow-
ing absorption of liquid.
Recognize different degrees of
sauce-thicknej 5 ^re obtained by
:-rch and liquid
proportions. Discuss uses -_"
these sauces.
Selecting salad ingredients
in relation to other foods
served at the meal adds
interest and nutrition.
Recall formation of sur.:
skin when starch produc :
not c: rered. Expl in : : srir
prevents eva
-
and accompanying skin.
Attracti - £ p >e
are prepared fi
ingredients and
at appropriate temperatures.
ality
served
Refer to selected pic :or
emphasis. Stress preparat . of
most salads just prior to serving
results in a fresh, nutritive
nroduct.
Discuss marinating ingr
for some sal^o to impr
flavor.
Display and idsnt__^/ a
of salad greens.
salad dress
]
flavors and
ingredients,
selected and used
ng heightens
may help combine
Identify oil, cooked and mayon-
naise dressings. Discuss possible
variations and use as added
interest when used sparingly.
Selection of appropriate
desserts involves consideration
of other foods served at the
meal.
Discuss selection of "light"
desserts for high caloric :.
"heavy" desserts to be served
with meals otherwise low in
calories. Desserts may add
variety in textures and tempera-
ture to the meal. Participants
complete several partial menus
with appropriate dessert.
Participants plan, prepare and
serve a protein-rich main dish,
appropriate salad, and dessert.
.J IS
skills in
-
Uses appropriate coc:
br< ds, and cakes
Plans, prepares, and serves a — dinner
ZATIONS
and viti
:-
:ibiiity and tenderness.
.t come from
:3 e sections r
-
prepared by dry heat .... 01
Less tei ier s come from
muscle sections receiving
and denser connective tissue
»at to convert
cu ..^-.'. to Jilting
in a . ter : proc^c;..
Distribute and use ...
during discussion. Iden
heat methods as broiling, pan
broiling, and roasting. Di~c
athod.
„cer, and
pan frying. Discuss eac
Relate cooking method to tender-
ness, size and thickness of cut,
and available cooking facilities.
GUIDE FOR
sea in mea
Refer :o pi :
-
:_-;:. 2:".-:: !
"ipping lc
and number of se i of .
Cooking pork to well-done stage
destroys any trichinae present. fresh pork well doi
Storing raw meat, partly covered,
for a short period of time, in
the coldest part of the refrig-
erator, helps retard bacterial
growth; cooked meat, covered to
prevent drying is also stored
in coldest -<__'.. of refrigerator.
_:..: ..u^s :. v. :".; . .. - . zs:.: j
meat. Demons ping mea
to be used within a few days;
demonstrate wrapping coc
meat.
add color, flavor,
d important nutrients
.3 csr.cribution of ve
and color, flavor,
>xture of meal.
Develop reasons for cooking such
as increasing variety
5
soft
structure, altering starch for
easier digestion, and modifying
flavors.
as may be baked or
boiled or steamed,
. th fc tter or sauce;
: being boiled or
.:,.../ be creamed, mashed
Discuss - variety of ways to
prepare vegetables.
Discuss cooking strong flavored
vegetables in small amounts of
water in covered utensils to
produce more mild flavored
vegetables.
Discuss cooking mild flavored
vegetable in as ^.^v; a time
as possible in a minimum of
cooking water to preserve color
and nutritive value.
.-
color.
amount o
:
i ^^_tely.
Liner,
.... rator,
and
vitamin content of
por-
:
: s and de; ts
,
gel \ rystal-
certain candies
:e and strengthens
iraj gnated with
g Dubbl
.:_.-. as a b—
3
aids,
and frozen di ::- and
saL ;.
Explain differen— in p .
Y< st breads -
leavening,
iding and f
-- nS»
: on as
g is completed.
Discuss ba:
yeast breads a
hard wheat flours due to pre
of qua.-. .
.
ig during fermenta-
tion.
Discuss eff(
—
-:.:u:^ thr
preparation of yeast do.
gui: ..
Demonstrate importance of
..:lng by leav:.
amount of d
bake; compare wi .
sample. Dr<
to firm .... i eh
walls j porous, product.
product.
provides _J - : optimum
Removing ye... _ bre*
to cooling racks p:
circulation and evi
excess surface moi;
.ds from pans
•ovides air
.poration of
cure .
a__ ha - irved a hot
ad that and
br is from o , en tc tat
trat - folding linen
to form cc^y for hot roll service.
accurately, using
quality ingredients, using
>riate techniques for
jypej appropriate pan
sie.es, controlling oven
,-ures and careful
cooling produces a quality cake.
. tr, it - preparation cf
butter, sponge and chiffon cakes.
, standards for each type;
discuss reasons for possible
variation from star rd.
_ cooked or
oist, cling to
preserve cake
freshness.
Demonstrate preparation of cc
:oc frostings.
Demonstrate frosting cakes.
Develop standards for frostii
Compare similarities bet\
cooked frosting and some .
serve a simple .
'::;^p„rc and
: rial. Caus ..uted
. s were v_~
—
--.
. c treatment of the mentall;
cr 1 and _...". ane. Imprisonment, drugs, and _.._ ;
- the unfort e indi\ Ls.
:irst reforms in treatment of the mental Ln —
. .. jf the eighteer century in France England.
humane tre£ nt of the afflicted — not
Interest in the plight of th
the L800's and 1— ted attempts were —ie - —
jals. During the nineteenth century ti-
care ^>_c„.;.e an end in itse-- its were Left to
live out their lives ^n helpless confinement.
During the past fiftj are positive concc;. has i *ged
cor,CL:'..-:._, tr< I and recovery of the manually ill. Ltal-
iz£ self-management is replaced by a structured
therapeutic program which is gradually withdrawn as treati
recovery progresses. Upon moving from the structured i
hospit Ls are confronted with the routines of
73
Zzs doe first time in their lives and s
tine in ears.
A tenet c :he philosophy of the Menni li-
videals ; be provided creaav.er..:
satisfying lives than before the inception of their il A . .
uer^d environment or milieu which yjovides i.^::; and guidance to the
patients is stressed. The modern hospital program invol __es
which will permit the pc.ci^.r._ to develop new techniq dor living.
Attitudes expressed by the sr^id toward each patient and the rescri
activities depends upon the diagnoses od ode doctors. All activities are
considered "adjuncts" to recovery. Carefully trained adjuncts e :1 = ra-
pists carry or the program of treatment in industrial, creative
s
____--
tional, and recreational areas.
The Director of Adjunctive To^rapies and his staff at the C. F.
Menninger h
—
arial Hospital were concerned when ineivieuais returned to
the hospital because of their inability to cope with daily problems
encountered outside of the hospital. An activity directed toward as ist-
ing patients in solving possible problems upon release from the hospital
was proposed. A home economist, with experience in teaching, was chosen
as a consultant to assist in creating, teaching, and assessing a pilot
course in home management.
I : of the Study
'..'
,e purposes of the study were (1) to plan and implement a pi
course in home management for women patients receiving treatment in the
a series of
j course —'e held by the Direc the
. signed ^o t
for implementation and ^^_^.-..;-.:; of - pilot course - i
were discus ed. The decij . was reached sponsib
», for de eloping assessment
for . Ld be undertaken b] nt of
the pilot ci 'se would be made by partici]
pari - theraj—it, -.~.~ the consi
canned for a course of six weeks Ln
Included ..-ore three weeks of foods and ni Ition, — ght ;ult-
»e of
housekeeping; -._ i :e taught by a s—if me
— cr 2
,
and a ..ca, taught .. the
business i :ice.
_ proposed activity and possible omissions in
sed .-^^c: matter was assessed by rr.eans of a questionnaire.
fl — - aver f — fc rty women patients r in the
hospital responded. 3i:< interested patients, ranging in _ c from
sixty, who would profit by the activity \—re chosen by
: : 2 :tor of Adjunctive Therapies to take part in t\ -
2 surse.
Classes were held in the afternoons, Mor :hrc
an hour and a half, except for the fwc. and ;-._.::;_;- clas -
met for two hours.
Assessment of the Pilot C : :
The results of the questionnaire administered tc the instructors
indicated that varying degrees of satisfaction were r /__ fro:
ing with participants. Interest was expressed in participating e
however* involvement in their own worh might prevent considering them
The reou.:: :f the questionnaire administered tc bhe ;w_-;:c-
ipants indicated that there were beneficial learning- in each unit
taught and the interest level remained high throughout the greater
portion of the time. There was an expressed preference for one :o:„;:
to conduct the entire course. Suggestions were made for specific
improvements in each unit.
Observations made by the therapist. and consultant indicated fc
the participants showed interest in and received satisfaction from the
activity and that therapy, illness, and appointments kept partici ;:_-". ts
from attending. Tne therapist felt that a trained instructs;: in home
tnics w leeded for the activity. The consultant observee the
pat ts to be ^ivr>.n^ of each ether and that age differences were not
Conclu
made for -
a more comj ensive course.
-
iolli g r endations made from .
course.
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DIX ..
.<
;
PILOT COURSE OBJECTIVES
Develops an unc Landing of :
sis for satisfying and effective livj
Understands the concomitance of time and daily activit
Identifies and uses ways to simplify homemaking activities
Recognizes the .mportance - ...
person and utilize the knowledge in wardrobe maintenance
Develops an interest in ^:a understanding of the gement
Applies the principles of nutrition and management in planning,
preparing, and serving appetizing meals
APPENDIX B
3. How can I dev€ an for good nutrition?
C. How is g . sd?
1. How dc cle, iness and safety contribute to ^c^_ kitchen
2. Why are tested recipes used?
3. How ur„ ingredients measured for a successful product?
Z^^z-zzzz^ zi.cn of the 0£.^.,1 Toll K
D. How do
.
3u prepare several foods for service at a giver, time?
1. Outline c - - blacl :he steps in
1. Work out schedule for orange juice, bacon, eggs, and
biscuits
a. Demonsur..-^ preparation ~_: „_ecuits
b. Discuss egg cookery
c. Preparation of the complete breakfast
F. How are ^r..:..oled eggs and Aii Bran muffins prepared?
1. Participants work out own time schedule and prepare and
serve foods
G. How are vegetables prepared and serv_e?
Prepare v_^;;ables and serve buffet style
2. Whil jetables are cooking disc...^ the infor ^ion on
cur. .^o^^z and the common can zizcz now iz. u^e
d.
I rej . d re s
:
:he lab is fii jnes are
red
-• 1 ot
-• How are .. nple serts >r >ared?
I. Prepare a cak frc ng, a canned fruit
cobber, and a fresh apple betty
How is pastry
1. Demon;—"ate ell
2. A shel
3
«
D >ie fillings
----- as graham --rocker, vanil!
.
How is ^ comp e dinner planned?
^«
2
*
l ting it up in the order that foods
..
~_ _._.__ _.-.
.
3«
, ^c^^^^c
selected?
= c market tc
0. How doe ?re-preparat \ I
1. Complete any pre-prepar . ... plan :
work
P. Eow is ,_ co.v.pl-ac^ /.„_" ... _-, . ..„..
I. Each group prepares and serves a d ler
II. General Housekeeping
A. How is cleaning equipment selected and \
B. How maj I i blish a routine that will help ir an orderly
home?
C. How arc appliances cleaned?
D. What care should be iv^:. to the furniture, floors, and
III. Care of Clothing
A. What are the preliminary steps taken before clothes are
washed?
1. Plow are clothes sorted before washing?
2. Eow are spots and stains removed before — hing?
3. How are clothes mended before washing?
B. How co I use a washing machine and :
C. Eow uo I iron clothes?
D. How do efficient closet and drawer arr* ants aid good
grooming?
E. Is there daily care I - should be given to clo \g ri
-,
.-
1. Sj mts
2.
a. Balancing a -
S et;
C. Frc
D ere does in: ance fit into the picture?
INTEREST QUESTIONNAIRE
to gn a course -
also from those whc
,
arse c it and i ess to the grc
; Grant, __ dent.
that this be sent to
: this cours -
June 15, L964.
>ur — . .
-
the Ad
J
-
tment
Directions: plie
:
, -
rience as a «4—H
nilar organizat
Lty company
3r more courses
tup in
by
-
about which you :.-___
anning the preparation and service of a c L
:ert. ling guests at meal time
the following „uj^^:v ^::„: which you wc
cures (budget)
and charge accounts
.of the folic »u v/ould
Mending clot
Spot and
Judging qi Lt; .othes
L_ closet ... rrangements
Other (p - spe<
—
) )
5. Ch lore of the foll< ig ; •
_
s
like more inform*
Factors affecting selei on of - home or an aparti—
_
Rep '-•-_., rem _.'.„:-„c:.or. of fur
I : -. ~_ basic floor plans
Home >__^_'„-_~^ (color, design,
Other Cp ;e specify)
>r more of the following subjects about whicl
Your figure and 'cise
--
at whici
use oi cleamr
ousekeeomg
windows
k one or more en the subjects .:.u; which you 3uld lil
How to put up towel reel;; j cuo r^-cka etc.
kc.,' ZJ _'."._.". d f^j-.:
How to replace worn washers
Inhere and how to turn off gas, water, and electricity
Whom to call k: minor repairs
Basic tools and their use (he tier, screw -"-^: J slumber's
-
(please specify)
ints
-
Si r
Twe
;
Over >. y<—'s
Other (j Le . sp<
Your pr -jion
Livir. in the ma
Living in st Hosp
Li ing in a foster .
Living in an apartment __ home which
-:•. Inu^ ...ant course as a regular acti/v :
Interested in a course beginning Jur
Might be interested if course is offeree
Not interes
al suggestions for the — irse
PARTICIPA3 .
In Kama Management
v -
"
: .
-
Directions: Place a check mark in the .. d.
How m s ati ,: r ._ _: [ : : lie u re Li ing \ :1 p :ici
. in
_
ov r mteres - :roi the ;_ -. t
ipate to the day or days : you gave your presen-
Greater interest de'
No c ige c: interest
Interest lessened
3. How did the participants respond to your particu
Highly interested
Slightly interested
Suu,:.u bored
-Ln -„.;^_
7. Would a more i d outline of subject
...
-.„_ cc
:
: i :
were
:
and nutrit
benefii parts of — . i pi
it on t =
'-V._ ur.i'C or. ocrccnc.l. ::;.:.;.Co c. - -._'..
unit on care :: clothing ccu_d be improved by:
9. itfhat activities or auld you like to see
course?
!-.-.
13. My interest Level at - - course Id
described as (check c
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During the past fifty years a new attitude has emerged concerning
mental illness and its treatment; neither is it feared nor is the indi-
vidual or family in disgrace who seeks help. During hospitalization,
responsibility for self -management is replaced by a structured therapeu-
tic program which is gradually withdrawn as treatment and recovery
progresses. Upon moving from the structured environment of the hospital,
individuals are confronted with the routines of every-day-living, some
for the first time in their lives and some for the first time in several
years.
The Director of Adjunctive Therapies and his staff at the C. F.
Menninger Memorial Hospital were concerned when individuals returned to
the hospital because of the inability to cope with daily problems
encountered outside of the hospital. It seemed relevant to develop an
activity directed toward assisting patients in solving possible problems
in caring for themselves after leaving the support of the hospital. The
writer, a home economist with experience in teaching, was chosen as the
consultant to assist in creating, teaching, and assessing a pilot course
in home management.
The purposes of this study were (1) to plan and implement a pilot
course in home management for women patients receiving treatment in the
C. F. Menninger Memorial Hospital, (2) to assess the success of the
pilot course and need for changes, and (3) to develop a more comprehen-
sive course of study in the management of the home.
A home management pilot course of six weeks duration was planned
and taught to six selected participants, ranging in ages from sixteen
2to sixty. The pilot course included a unit on foods and nutrition
taught by the consultant, and units on general home care, clothing care,
and personal finance taught by staff members. Classes were held in the
afternoons, Monday through Friday, for an hour and a half, except for
the foods and nutrition classes which met for two hours.
At the conclusion of the pilot course assessment was made by the
staff instructors, the participants, the adjunctive therapist assigned
to the activity, and by the consultant.
The results of the questionnaire administered to the instructors
indicated that varying degrees of satisfaction were received from work-
ing with participants. Interest was expressed in participating again;
however, involvement in their own work might prevent considering them
as regular instructors for the proposed course.
The results of the questionnaire administered to the six partic-
ipants indicated that there were beneficial learnings in each unit
taught and the interest level remained high throughout the greater
portion of the time. There was an expressed preference for one person
to conduct the entire course. Suggestions were made for specific
improvements in each unit.
Observations made by the therapist and consultant indicated that
the participants showed interest in and received satisfaction from the
activity and that therapy, illness, and appointments kept participants
from attending. The therapist felt that a trained instructor in home
economics was needed for the activity. The consultant observed the
patients to be tolerant of each other and that age differences were
3not significant to group functioning. The consultant, in using the
pilot course outline, found that major learnings and methods for devel-
oping them were not clearly identified and that a more complete guide
would be necessary for another person to use in teaching.
Conclusions were drawn from the findings of the assessment of
the pilot course and recommendations made for developing and for
implementing a more comprehensive course.
A more comprehensive course "Management for the Home" was devel-
oped following recommendations made from the assessment of the pilot
course.

